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 The critcal factor in successfully in system development is the requirement 

phase. The requirement should meets with its purpose. In order to achieve it, 

the methodology for requrement analysis is needed. Nowdays, the 

complexity of e-governemnt applications is grown significantly in the 

government environment. E-government applications should be developed 

based on regulations in order to achieve the goal model of government 

entitties. However, the goal model could not used directly to make business 

process model. In order to solve this problem,this paper presents and 

proposed a Methodology to extract goal model into business process model 

that called GBPM Methodology. It can support the requirement analysis 

phase, especially in enterprise government tourism system. This 

methodology consists of two methods, there are (1) Method for convert goal 

model to business use case diagram, (2) Method for convert business use 

case diagram to activity diagram. We do the experiment in e-government 

applications domain. This methodology suitable with enterprise government 

tourism system development. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Requirement Analysis is the phase in Requirements Engineering (RE).It focused on how to 

exploration of the user and system needed .The measurement of the success of the implementation software 

system is the degree to which it meets its purpose Requirement Engineerng (RE) is the process of discovering 

that purpose, by identifying stakeholders and their needs [1]. This process also documenting these in a form 

which is for analysis, communication, and subsequent implementation [1]. 

Goal and Actor orientation has been recognized as an approach more promising than functionality 

based techniques used in most of the traditional Software Engineering  methodologies [2]. The approach of 

RE based on Goal and  Actor orientation. This approach  increase dramatically which is called Goal Oriented 

Requirement Engineering (GORE). In order to solve problem in complex software system, we can use GORE 

approach, because of the inadequacy of the traditional systems analysis when dealing with more and more 

complex software systems [3]. Business Process Model (BPM) is a concept which able to use for a wide 

variety of situations and also for many goal. Business process models are a crucial prerequisite for business 

processes analysis, representation goal and objectives, and also finding the information structures better in 

the form of a compound of distributed, integrated systems which support structure organization [4-6]. 

Complexity of e-government applications is grown significantly in the government environment. It 

causes a continue unpredictable changing in government regulations. In order to response to the change, 
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providing variant of business processes are a challenge. The challenges are how to identified and manage the 

commonality and variability business processes. The identification variability patterns involving activities 

within processes sharing a significant amount of similarity [7]. 

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

RE concern about the needs to discover, understand, formulate, analyze and agree on what problem 

what should be solved, why such a problem needs to be solved, and who should be involved in the 

responsibility of solving that problems [8]. According to [8], there are three dimensions in RE, such as why, 

what, and who.  
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Figure 1. Three Dimensions of Requirements Engineering [8] 

 

 

According to Martin Schedlbauer [4] Business Process Modelling are the set of activity for eliciting, 

documenting, visualizing, and analysing work procedures within an organization. According to Champ and 

Hammer, a business process is “a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input and creates an 

output that is of value to the customer”. A business process model captures the activities an organization has 

to perform to achieve a particular business goal [9-10]. A base process can be adjusted in different ways to 

configure a specific process variant [10]. Business process modelling tools provide business users with the 

ability to model their business processes, implement and execute those models, and refine the models based 

on as - executed data [11-12]. As a result, business process modelling tools can provide transparency into 

business processes, as well as the centralization of corporate business process models and execution  

metrics [11-12]. 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

According to background and state of the art, we proposed A methodology in RE which is focused 

on requirement analysis. Visualization and the steps of the GBPM methodology can be seen in Figure 2 

below. The Figure 2 below consists of two methods, there are: (1) Method for convert goal model to business 

use case diagram, (2) Method for convert business use case diagram to activity diagram. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The Steps of GBPM Methodology 
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According to Figure 2, there are 2 methods for convert goal model to activity diagram.  

Figure 3 below explain about procedure X, which is called Method for convert goal model to business use 

case diagram, and Figure 4 explain about procedure Y, which is called Method for convert business use case 

diagram to activity diagram.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Method for Convert Goal Model to Business Use Case Diagram 

 

 

According to Figure 3 above, the method has five steps, there are: (1) Choosing goal from goal 

model, (2) Choosing business use case, (3) Choosing internal and External Actor, (4) Make a relationship 

between business use case, and (5) Create business use case diagram.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Method for Convert Business Use Case Diagram to Activity Diagram 

 

 

According to Figure 4 above, the method has five steps, there are: (1) Business use case analysis,  

(2) Create process synopsis, (3) Classification Process into Activity, (4) Analysis Activity Behaviour, and  

(5) Create Activity diagram. In this method, we need a business use case diagram as an input, and the activity 

diagram as an output. The first step are analysing of business use case, the output of this step are process 

synopsis. In order to represent process synopsis, we use the template of process synopsis in the Table 1 

below:  

 
 

Table  1. Process Synopsis Template 

 

 

 

 

 

We do the experiment for implement GBPM methodology in e-government application domain. We 

choose Indonesian Government system for experimental object. The conceptual thinking are because 

Government as a service provider should be aware that information is an asset and it must be managed 

properly. A better information management means a better service for the citizens and customized service to 

meet personal needs, and greater participation to determine what, how, and when service is provided. 

Indonesia has central government and local government. Local government consists of 33 provinces and 497 

districts, which has common as well as specific business processes, policies, and rules [13]. 

These conceptual methodology would be implemented in Indonesian e-government applications. 

This environment has characteristics of features commonality and variability [12], [14].The definition of 

Features commonality means here are common. Then, the definition of features variability means  
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specific [12], [14]. The conceptual methodology are suitable for the characteristics Indonesian government 

system or similar with it described in Figure 5 below. Figure 5 below described the local context of 

Indonesian government system that has local government and central government policy. Beside that, Central 

government has ministry and non ministry application, then the Local government has application in 

province, district, and agency. The characteristic of the application is has commonality and specificity 

features of application [12], [14]. According to empirical study, both of central and local government policy 

should base on document regulations. The government document regulations describe the thematic, 

objectives and rules. The document consists of dependency and independent of rules. The document also 

consists of constraints among the level in the hierarchy government policies. There are M...N relation 

between theme, rules and objective. Then, based on theme and objective, it representation rules.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Goal Model and BPM Alignment [15] 

 

 

According to the proposed conceptual methodology, we make a stage for experiment and 

verification / validation.We will make a workshop, and then the objects of experiment are related domain 

applications and their document regulations that related. We arranged workshop for 50 students which is 

consists of 10 groups. In this experiment we use Goal Model of budgeting application which is called 

Laksana, we use GBPM Methodology to convert Goal Model to Business Process Model. According to 

GBPM Method, which is consists of two methods,the results of mapping from goal model to high level 

business process model are represent in Table 2 below: 

 

 

Table  2.  Mapping from goal model to high level business process  model 

 

 

Government system Platform, shoud be developed with services based in business processes [16], 

and aware for security also [17]. According to our proposed methodology, we would like to implement the 

methodology in platform which is Figure 6. This platform are services based and suitable with government 

system. The platform described in Figure 6. 

The Figure 6 described the platform enterprise government tourism system that consists of:  

(1) Merchant, (2) Payment Gateway System, (3) Culinary System, (4) Object Tourism System,  

(5) Transportation System, (6) Hotel System, (7) Integration System, and (8) User Multiple Access System. 

This Figure are explain mechanism of integration in many system in government tourism area. This platform 

can facilitate many entities to make business to business. 
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Figure  6. Enterprise Government Tourism System Platform 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Requirement Analysis is the most significant phase in Requirement engineering for software 

development succesfully. In order to gathering requirement fit with its purpose, especially in egovernment 

environment, we proposed GBPM Methodology to extract goal mode into business proces model.This 

methodology consists of two method,the first method convert goal model to business use case diagram, and 

the second method convert business use case diagram to activity diagram. According to our proposed 

methodology, we would like to implement the methodology in platform that consists of: (1) Merchant,  

(2) Payment Gateway System, (3) Culinary System, (4) Object Tourism System, (5) Transportation System, 

(6) Hotel System, (7) Integration System, and (8) User Multiple Access System. This Figure are explain 

mechanism of integration in many system in government tourism area. This platform can facilitate many 

entities to make business to business.   
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